WANDER INTO THE WILD

ALASKA

ALASK A
Waking up to a stunning secluded bay surrounded by
glaciers is an experience one only can have during an
Alaskan luxury charter onboard your luxury yacht. Few
moments take your breath away quite like the first time
you see a mammoth glistening glacier in person. “The
Last Frontier,” is full of incredible outdoor pursuits. For
the adventurous at heart, an Alaska yacht charter is the
perfect summer charter experience. Spend your days
fishing for Alaskan salmon, kayaking through pristine
bays next to humpback whales, seals and orcas, and
hiking the shoreline, where wildlife — including bears,
bald eagles and moose — abounds.
In the evenings, drop anchor and enjoy alfresco dinners
with snowcapped mountain backdrops. Your Alaskan
luxury yacht charter will take you to small fishing
outposts, serene sheltered islands and and many
beautiful places beyond your wildest dreams.

FISHING GUIDE
Whether you are in search of king salmon, huge halibut or Dungeness crab,
fishing in Alaska is unlike anywhere else in the world. Offering 34,000 miles
of coastline and limitless untouched lakes and rivers, your crew will be able
to offer you an unforgettable fishing experience, whether you’re a world-class
angler or have never fished before.
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PINK & CHUM SALMON
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8-DAY ITINER ARY
Day 1
JUNEAU

You will board your yacht in Juneau, the capital of Alaska.
Spend the afternoon exploring the local town or ride the
tram to Mount Roberts for an eagle-eye view of the city. As
the summer daylight hours are long, a scenic helicopter
flight up to the Mendenhall Glacier is highly recommended.
Here you can visit a race dog training camp for race
training. The dog sled ride across this vast glacier and
additional glacier landing by helicopter will leave you
breathless.

Day 2
TRACY ARM

Today you will cruise 3 hours south towards the beautiful
scenery of Tracy Arm which is made up of tall rocky walls
surrounded by ice floes, and punctuated with stunning
waterfalls. At the tip of the arm you will observe the North and
South Sawyer glaciers. Both are calving glaciers, meaning they
may suddenly release a chunk of ice into the surrounding
waters. A loud cracking sound often precedes the breaking
away of the ice chunk and the crash of the iceberg into the
water. Ice calving has become a major tourist attraction in the
yachts tender or Zodiac, thermal suits and all safety
precautions are observed to ensure a safe and enjoyable trip.
Then spend the night at anchor overnight at Wood Spit cove.

Day 3
DAWES GLACIER / FORD’S TERROR

After the crew set the crab pots, you will depart early morning
toward the Dawes Glacier, a 3-hour cruise takes you through
ice packs to the very end of Endicott Arm where you will feel
insignificant to the size and power of the Dawes Glacier. You
will see huge pieces of ice breaking away and falling into the
fjord. Local seal population can be seen sleeping on the ice
beds. The majesty and scale of this location is truly amazing.
After, you will cruise back towards the Ford’s Terror, a very
steep and narrow fjord where we will anchor for lunch. After
lunch take a cruise in the tender to the end of the arm to fully
experience this breathtaking scenery and its wildlife up close.
Late afternoon you will return to the secure anchorage of Wood
Spit Cove, away from the ice flows. Enjoy an evening of
kayaking, fishing or checking on the crab and shrimp pots.

Day 4
FREDERICK SOUND / CANNERY COVE

A morning departure takes us for a 2-hour cruise south into
Frederick Sound. One of the world’s best locations for
observing whales. During the Summer months, schools of
Humpback whales come to feed on the bulk amounts of
herring and squid that are present in these nutrient rich
waters. You may be able shut down and drift amongst these
whales, or we can take you even closer in our tender. You
will hear whale song and may even smell their breath. You
are likely to see full breaching, lunge feeding and if lucky
bubble net feeding can be observed.
A tender ride to the seal colony at the Brothers Islands is
also recommended. On occasion, you may be able to see
Orcas hunting the seals. Then drop anchor in Cannery Cove,
the former site of a cannery in the 1920s. The view is
beautiful and at low tide, you will have the opportunity to
watch for brown bears as they head to the coastline to feed.
Admiralty Island has the highest population of brown bears
in the state and is part of the Kootznoowoo Wilderness area,
meaning “The Fortress of Bears’’.

Day 5
RED BLUFF BAY

Sailing into Red Bluff Bay is a breath-taking experience, as
nature has combined mountains, waterfalls and glistening
ice fields to produce a memorable sight. It is said to be one
of the most scenic landscapes along South East Alaska’s
inside passage. You can Kayak into the spray of an aweinspiring waterfall and get a close-up view of bears fishing
for salmon (mostly in August). This is also a great spot to
set pots for fresh Dungeness crab and shrimp or catch
Halibut.

Day 6
BARANOF WARM SPRINGS/ TAKATZ BAY

No visit here would be complete without a visit to Baranof
Warm Springs. Located just off of Chatham Strait, the hot
springs are literally right next to a beautiful 100-foot
waterfall. Glacially-fed freshwater lakes, rivers, and streams
surround the area and the tall trees are home to bald eagle
nests, which you will certainly see soaring silently in the
sky. The biggest attraction is the series of nine different hot
springs, which range in temperature, reaching as high as
120-degrees Fahrenheit. Soaking in the warm waters,
listening to the waterfall while sipping a glass of
champagne is an experience you won’t soon forget.
There is also a pleasant short hike along the river to the
lake. Fishing for leopard rainbow trout is a possibility, in
either the river or the lake. You can also pick wild salmon
berries in July or blue berries in August anywhere along the
trail.

Day 7
TENAKEE SPRINGS/ PAVLOV HARBOR

Cruising north through Chatham straights towards Pavlov Harbor, make a
stop at the small village of Tenakee Springs for lunch. Tenakee is very
unique little village, locally famous for its “part time bakery”, well known for
their delicious cinnamon rolls, your yacht probably has a standing order for
all its visits. Other possibilities for the day include the bathhouse at Tenakee
or fishing for halibut or salmon. Tenakee Springs also serves as a
provisioning stop with its regular seaplane services from Juneau.
Late afternoonl cruise north to Pavlov Harbor, where we will anchor for the
night. A very protected and scenic harbor with a waterfall and river perfect
for watching the many bears that frequent this cove searching for salmon
and shellfish in the evenings and early mornings.

Day 8
AUKE BAY / JUNEAU

A morning cruise from Pavlov Harbor, will take us around Point Retreat
lighthouse and into the Saginaw channel and onwards to Auke Bay. This is
another amazing site for whale watching.
Arrive at Auke Bay just in time for lunch with the breathtaking Mendenhall
Glacier framing the backdrop.
Afternoon departure from the nearby Juneau airport or for those spending a
full day here, an afternoon hike up to the glacier lake and the ice caves is a
great option.

NOTES ON ALASKAN CRUISES
This sample itinerary above is targeted as a scenic and
nature cruise, many other options for great fishing and
hunting are also possible in these waters.
Highly recommended during your Alaska trip is a seaplane
scenic flight to get an eagle’s eye view of the amazing
scenery. Flights can be arranged on the best weather days
and in several locations.
The freshest seafood is able to be caught daily or sourced
locally and prepared by our Master Chef onboard. A wide
range of wild foods along with seasonal local produce can
be integrated with many meals to give you a true taste of
Alaska.
We can also arrange local nature guides for longer hikes or
ATV tours in Sitka and Hoonah.
Alaska Summer Temperatures (Juneau Averages)
July: High 64 Low 55 August: High 62 Low 52.
Please note wind chill off the mountains and glaciers
can be very cold so please refer to our recommended
packing list prior to your holiday.
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